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Abstract
Contrastive learning allows us to flexibly define powerful losses by contrasting positive pairs from sets of negative
samples. Recently, the principle has also been used to learn
cross-modal embeddings for video and text, yet without exploiting its full potential. In particular, previous losses
do not take the intra-modality similarities into account,
which leads to inefficient embeddings, as the same content
is mapped to multiple points in the embedding space. With
CrossCLR, we present a contrastive loss that fixes this issue. Moreover, we define sets of highly related samples in
terms of their input embeddings and exclude them from the
negative samples to avoid issues with false negatives. We
show that these principles consistently improve the quality
of the learned embeddings. The joint embeddings learned
with CrossCLR extend the state of the art in video-text
retrieval on Youcook2 and LSMDC datasets and in video
captioning on Youcook2 dataset by a large margin. We
also demonstrate the generality of the concept by learning
improved joint embeddings for other pairs of modalities.
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Figure 1. When learning a joint embedding between two modalities A and B, existing contrastive learning losses, such as MaxMargin [11, 24] and CLIP [34], ignore the possibility of false
negative samples and, thus, push semantically related concepts
apart. The proposed CrossCLR loss indentifies influential samples (large circles/boxes), removes them from the negative set
and increases their weight in the minibatch. Moreover, CrossCLR
adds intra-modal links to the loss.

and InfoNCE [44]. Usually positive pairs are defined as
synthetic, spatial [3, 33], or temporal variations of an instance [33]. Instance discrimination has been applied also
to cross-modal tasks, where positive pairs (or a set of positives) are sampled from the same time window (MILNCE [26], AVSA [30], CM-ACC [25]).
In this paper, we investigate two issues of existing crossmodal contrastive learning techniques. 1. The cross-modal
loss only ensures that the features from the two modalities map to proximate points in the joint embedding, but
they lack an explicit measure that also ensures that similar
features from the same modality stay close-by in the joint
embedding. In previous works, it is implicitly presumed
that the similarity between modalities, via transitivity, will
also preserve similarity within the modality. However, it
has not been shown that this is the case1 . If similar features
from the same modality map to far-apart points in the joint
embedding, the embedding lacks semantic meaning and,
thus, will generalize badly. 2. The focus of previous cross-

1. Introduction
Cross-modal tasks, especially tasks connecting video
and text, expand the influence and applicability of computer
vision. It enables, for example, video retrieval based on
text queries [11, 10, 24], image and video captioning [12],
and exploitation of text-based meta-data for visual feature
learning [26, 28, 57, 41]. Linking the different, not directly
comparable sources of data creates new challenges that do
not appear in visual-only learning.
In this paper, we consider cross-modal contrastive learning and introduce a loss that relates the data in a more
efficient manner than direct adoption of a loss designed
for vision-only data. Contrastive learning is based on the
definition of positive and negative samples relative to an
ankor point, which yields a flexible principle: pull together
an anchor and a positive sample in the embedding space,
and push apart the anchor from many negative samples.
Many implementations of this principle have been proposed: max-margin loss [14], triplet loss [46, 47, 18],
∗

Modality A

1 Since many previous works focus on unsupervised feature learning
rather than learning joint embeddings, they do not assume that the input
embeddings are meaningful, in the sense that semantically related concepts are initially close-by in the feature space. Therefore, preservation
of input similarities is meaningless to them. In this work, we do assume
that the input embeddings for each modality (e.g. ImageNet pretrained
features) already cover some semantics, and we target a joint embedding
that leverages these semantics across modalities.
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modal contrastive losses is on the definition of positive
pairs, whereas negative samples are randomly drawn from
the entire distribution. This does not reflect the effect of
what we call influential samples – samples that are similar
to many other samples and, thus, have a large influence on
the shape of the embedding. Marking influential samples
as negatives will likely push apart samples that are actually
strongly related.
As a remedy to the first problem, we propose a contrastive loss that enforces the joint embedding to respect
the similarity of samples in the original features spaces.
Moreover, as a remedy to the second problem, we define
influential samples as samples with a high connectivity
within the dataset and remove these samples from the set
of negatives. We also introduce a loss weighting based
on the connectivity. We show that all three measures lead
to an improved cross-modal embedding as tested in terms
of video-text retrieval and video captioning. While this
paper focuses on video and text as modalities, we show
that the positive effects of the proposed cross-modal loss
generalizes to other pairs of modalities.

video representations. Miech et al. [28] introduced the
HowTo100M dataset. Later work exploited the noisy pairings of this dataset for pretraining video-language models [26, 57]. MIL-NCE [26] proposed to consider multiple
positive pairs sampled in a temporally close neighborhood
to tackle the misaligned video narrations.
While the above works focus on learning representations
from scratch exploiting very large datasets, another line
of research is to learn a joint embedding given pre-trained
expert models to compute the input features [24, 11, 27].
Miech et al. [27] computed features from pre-trained experts for text-to-video retrieval. The overall similarity is a
weighted sum of each individual expert’s similarity score.
CE [24] proposed a mixture of experts model and a collaborative gating mechanism to combine experts. A recent
extension (MMT) [11] extracts the expert features from
7 different domains and employs a time-aware modality
aggregation mechanism. MMT incorporates a bidirectional
max-margin ranking loss for training.
Our work belongs to the second group of works, where
we assume pre-trained input embeddings. CrossCLR overcomes the limitations of max-margin ranking and contrastive learning losses by enforcing consistency within
each modality. It avoids pushing away semantically similar
representations in the joint embedding space by introducing and exploiting influential samples.

2. Related Work
2.1. Sample Selection in Contrastive Learning
Different from the recent research [3, 16, 6, 5, 13, 2],
our work addresses multi-modal contrastive learning. We
propose inter- and intra-modality loss objectives to ensure
that samples with similar content stay close in the joint
embedding space, regardless of the modality. However,
sample selection plays an important role in contrastive
learning. Inspired by Khosla et al. [20], Zhang et al. [38]
proposed an adaptive self-supervised learning technique
to mine nearest positive samples without using label information. Han et al. [15] introduced a co-training method
to mine hard positive samples by using other complementary views of the data for video representation learning.
In terms of negative sampling, recent work explored informative (hard) negatives to facilitate better and faster
contrastive learning [19, 36].
Our work also focuses on selecting better negative samples, but instead of mining hard negatives, we introduce the
concept of influential samples. We define these as samples
that are strongly connected with others and more likely lead
to semantic collision. We exclude them from the negative
set and give them more weight in the loss.

3. CrossCLR
In this section, we first define the cross-modal learning
task and highlight the issues that normal contrastive learning faces when learning a cross-modal embedding. Then
we introduce modifications to the contrastive loss to ensure
intra-modal alignment and to avoid semantic collision.
Cross-modal alignment. Cross-modal alignment aims
to learn two encoders fx (·) and fy (·) that map embeddings
x and y of two modalities A and B to zx = fx (x) and
zy = fy (y), such that zx and zy are close to each other in
the learned embedding space if they refer to similar content,
otherwise far away. That means, it aims to learn a similarity
function between samples from A and B. Given a sample
pair (xi , yi ), which is assumed to describe similar content.
For example, xi and yi can be the embeddings of a video
clip and a corresponding text description of its content,
respectively. A successfully learned cross-modal similarity
is supposed to generalize to unseen pairs, notwithstanding
the typically large variation in the input modalities A and
B even when they show similar content. A and B can
be arbitrary modalities. In this paper, we assume samples
from A to be a feature embedding derived from a video
clip and samples from B to be a feature embedding of a
sentence. However, we also show an experimental study
where A and B are different modalities derived from a
video clip.

2.2. Multi-modal Representation Learning
Video data often consists of multiple modalities, such
as raw RGB, motion, audio, text, detected objects, or scene
labels. Employing multiple of these together helps better understand the content of video [26, 11]. Recently,
transformer-based models for cross-modal representation
learning became popular [11, 12, 34]. VideoBERT [41]
adopted the BERT design and applied it on quantized
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Figure 2. CrossCLR loss. We first find the influential samples. Influential samples are similar to a large set of other samples. We
emphasize these samples in the loss. Additionally, we prune these samples from the negative set, because we want to prevent the loss to
falsely push them apart while they share semantics with other samples.

Pretrained feature experts. We encode feature representations from videos, such as action, appearance, object
using off-the-shelf feature extractors [11, 27, 29, 24]. Each
expert is a pre-trained model on a specific task, more details in Section 4.2. Given a video v, we sample m frames
and feed them to the expert model to obtain per-frame
expert features x = [e1 , . . . , em ]. For text data, we use
BERT-Base uncased model as feature extractor.
To align embeddings of modality A to embeddings of
modality B, we follow the two-stream hierarchical architecture of COOT [12], as shown in Fig.4. It consists of a local
transformer for clip-level embeddings and a global transformer for video-level embeddings. Given frame/wordlevel expert features, we obtain the clip/sentence level embeddings via the local transformer. These local embeddings
serve as input to the global transformer, which yields the
final video/paragraph representation.

sentences “someone drinks a cup of tea”, and “she talks on
the phone while drinking tea”, aligned with two different
video clips i and j have largely overlapping content. The
loss objective in equation (1) will only be minimized if
fx (xi ) and fy (yj ) are mapped to different points in the
embedding, despite their high semantic similarity. Moreover, nothing in the above loss enforces that fy (yi ) and
fy (yj ) are mapped to proximal points in the joint embedding space, even when yi and yj are similar in their original
embedding space, as in the given example.

3.1. Inter-Modality and Intra-Modality Alignment
Let us first approach the missing alignment of the input
modalities in the joint embedding. If we assume, like in
this paper, that the input modalities have already passed an
encoder network that is able to place semantically related
inputs nearby in the original feature embedding, we should
preserve this proximity also in the joint embedding space.
Therefore, fx (·) and fy (·) should be optimized not only to
map xi and yi of a pair (xi , yi ) to a proximate location in
the joint embedding (inter-modality), but similar samples
xi and xj from the same modality should be mapped in
close proximity (intra-modality). The inter-modality and
intra-modality negative sets for sample xi are defined as:
R
NE
i = {yj |∀yj ∈ M, j 6= i} and Ni = {xj |∀xj ∈
M, j 6= i}.
Therefore, the learning objective is based on four contrastive components including A-to-B, A-to-A, B-to-A,
and B-to-B alignments, as shown in Fig. 2-Right:

Contrastive learning. The sample pairs (xi , yi ) give us
information for contrastive learning. In particular, each
such sample i can be regarded as a positive pair, whereas
all pairs (xi , yj ) for j 6= i will be regarded as negative
pairs. To be precise, for each sample xi in the minibatch
M, the positive set Pi and negative set Ni are defined
as Pi = {yi } and Ni = {yj |∀yj ∈ M, j 6= i}. The
corresponding contrastive loss on a minibatch M is:
"
L = Ei∈M − log

exp(fx (xiP
)T fy (yi ))
exp(fx (xi )T fy (yi ))+
exp(fx (xi )T fy (yj ))

#
,

(1)

yj ∈Ni

which is being optimized w.r.t. the parameters of the encoders fx and fy .
One weakness in this formulation is the ad-hoc definition of negative samples. We simply assumed that all
combinations (xi , yj ) with i 6= j have dissimilar content.
However, this is not always the case. For instance, two

δ(xi ,yi )

L(xi ) = − log

X

δ(xi ,yi )+

yk ∈NE
i

|

δ(xi , xj )

xj ∈NR
i

{z

}

Inter modality negative pairs
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Algorithm 1 CrossCLR’s learning algorithm.
input: batch size N , queue Q, constants τ , κ, and λ,
networks fx and fy for modality A and modality B.
define δ(xi , yj ) as:

chop small head of cabbage
and put it in a bowl
cook some pieces of
bacon in a pan

N

fx (xi )T fy (yj )

N
cut tomato and put it in a bowl
wash the cabbage

N

An

N

cut tomatoes and mix with the herbs
boil the snails
in water

FN

N

N

xj ∈Q

cyk =

Figure 3. Example of influential text samples in the Youcook2
dataset (darker green -> more vital). An: Anchor sample, FN:
False negative, N: Negative sample.

δ(yi ,xi )

L(yi ) = − log

X

δ(yi ,xi )+

X

δ(yi , xj ) +λ

xk ∈NE
i

|

δ(yi , yj )

1
|Q|

}

Inter modality negative pairs

|

>
yk
yj
||yk ||·||yj ||

P
yj ∈Q

IR
if cxk < γ then: N̂IR
x ← N̂x ∪ xk end if
IR
if cyk < γ then: N̂IR
y ← N̂y ∪ yk end if
end for
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N } do
P
x>
1
i xj
αxi = |Q|
||xi ||·||xj ||

, (3)

xj ∈Q

yj ∈NR
i

{z

z T zy

)
τ
δ(xi , yj ) = e(
= e( xiτ j )
for sampled minibatch {xi , yi }N
i=1 do
Queuing {xi , yi }N
in
Q
and
dequeuing oldest keys;
i=1
for all k ∈ {1, . . . , |Q|} do
P
x>
1
k xj
cxk = |Q|
||xk ||·||xj ||

{z

}

αyi =

Intra modality negative pairs

where δ(xi , yj )
=
exp(fx (xi )T fy (yj )/τ )
=
T
exp(zxi zyj /τ ). The second and the third term in
the denominator sum up inter-modal and intra-modal
negative samples, respectively. λ is a hyper-parameter
to control intra-modality alignment. We apply `2 normalisation to the input feature embeddings before
computing the inner product [40, 48, 34]. In such case, the
inner product is equivalent to cosine similarity. While the
nominator is symmetric, the denominator is not. Hence,
we add up two losses for each sample pair (xi , yi ) – one
for each modality.

1
|Q|

P
yj ∈Q

yi> yj
||yi ||·||yj ||

IE
if αxi < γ then: N̂IE
x ← N̂x ∪ yi end if
IE
IE
if αyi < γ then: N̂y ← N̂y ∪ xi end if
αx
i

αy
i

wxi = e( κ ) ; wyi = e( κ
Lxi = −wxi log δ(xi ,yi )+

)
P

δ(xi ,yi )
δ(xi ,yk )+λ

yk ∈N̂IE
x

Lyi = −wyi log

δ(yi ,xi )+

P

P

δ(xi ,xk )

xk ∈N̂IR
x

δ(yi ,xi )
δ(yi ,xk )+λ

xk ∈N̂IE
y

end for
update networks fx and fy to minimize L =

P

δ(yi ,yk )

yk ∈N̂IR
y

Lx +Ly
2

end for
return encoders fx (·) and fy (·)

3.2. Avoiding Semantic Collision
The second issue we identified with regular contrastive
learning is the contrasting of false negative samples that
have actually strong semantic overlap. The common assumption in contrastive learning is that a large enough
number of negative samples help to learn better representations, because in each training batch, the model contrasts
more semantic representatives. However, Arora et al. [1]
showed that this assumption does not always hold. When
there is a large number of negative samples, the chance
of observing negative samples with high semantic overlap
increases. As shown in Figure 3, both samples "cut tomato
and put it in a bowl" and "cut tomatoes and mix with the
herbs" are considered negative samples in standard contrastive learning methods. By contrasting these undesirable
negative pairs, the network is encouraged to discard their
common features in the learned embedding, which is, in
fact, the common semantic content, e.g., similar objects
and actions in two videos; see also Figure 3. We call this
issue semantic collision, which is known as “class collision”
in Arora et al. [1, 39] and “sampling bias” in Chuang et al.
[7] in a different context. When there is a large number of
negative samples, frequent semantic collisions can prevent

the algorithm from learning good representations.
We argue that it is important to reduce the effect of
semantic collision and remove false negatives from the
negative set. This is non-trivial, since we do not have direct
information, e.g., which of the samples are false negatives.
To this end, we introduce the concept of influential samples
and propose two components based on influential samples:
negative set pruning and loss weighting.
Influential samples. We assume that samples that are
strongly connected with other samples are more likely to
share semantics and, thus, more likely lead to semantic
collision. We use a queuing technique to store data samples. This allows us to compute more reliable semantic
similarity scores. Also recent studies [49, 6, 16], showed
that a large set of negatives is critical in contrastive representation learning. The queue size can be much larger
than the mini-batch size and we update it progressively
by replacing the oldest mini-batch with the current minibatch. Hence, given a collection of M samples in queue
Qx = {xn }M
n=1 , we define an influential sample as a sam-
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Clip

P

δ(xi ,xk )

We encode the content of a video with pre-trained models trained for different semantic tasks, namely appearance,
scene, action, object, and howto100m [26]. We extract
per-frame features. To be specific, we use a ResNeSt269
model [53] pretrained on ImageNet to extract appearance
information, and a DenseNet161 model [54] pretrained
on Places365 to extract scene information. In terms of
action information, we adopt a R(2+1)D model [43] with
ResNet152 backbone pretrained on IG65M, and extract the
final global pooled feature. For object features, we use a
Faster-RCNN model [35] with ResNet50 FPN backbone.
For Youcook2 experiments we use the Howto100m features provided by [12]. For LSMDC results in the Table 1,
we used action and appearance features as input to the
model. For the SOTA comparisons in Table 4 we utilized
all expert features including appearance, action, scene, ob-

(6)

xk ∈N̂R
x


Ly = −Ei∈M w(yi ) log




δ(yi ,xi )+

P

xk ∈N̂E
y

δ(yi ,xi )
δ(yi ,xk )+λ

P

δ(yi ,yk )



Paragraph

4.2. Expert Features


P

Sentence

caption, extracted from either the movie script or the audio
description. The test set is composed of 1000 videos, from
movies not present in the training set.
Youcook2 [55] contains 2000 videos with a total number of 14k clips. This dataset is collected from YouTube
and covers 89 types of recipes. There are ∼ 9.6k clips
for training and ∼ 3.2k clips for validation. For each clip,
there is a manually annotated textual description.
Evaluation protocol. We evaluate the learned embeddings on the modality−to−modality retrieval task in terms
of Recall@K, median rank (MdR), and mean rank (MnR).
Given a query, its K nearest neighbours are retrieved from
the database. The retrieval is considered successful, if the
correct sample is among the K nearest neighbors.

where κ is a hyperparameter. While we defined the connectivity, the influential samples, and the weights for modality
A, the same applies for modality B.
The final CrossCLR loss is (Lx + Ly )/2 with

yk ∈N̂E
x

Transformer

Figure 4. Architecture. The model consist of two branches:
one for modality A (e.g. Video) and one for modality B (e.g.
Text). Each modality is represented by features from a pretrained
expert, which we keep frozen (visual Encoder and BERT). These
embeddings are fed into a transformer, which maps the input
features into a joint embedding space. For video and text, we use
a two-level hierarchy of transformers, where the loss is applied
at the clip/sentence-level and at the video/paragraph level. The
second stage takes the features from the joint embedding of the
first transformer as input.

(5)



BERT

Transformer

...

w(xi ) = exp(C(xi )/κ),

...

...
Her daughter
approaches Daniel, who
leans against the wall.

BERT

Loss

Transformer

Jane folds her arms

Loss weighting. Moreover, we suggest using the connectivity to emphasize samples with large aggregated connectivity over those with low connectity. Samples with very
low connectivity can be regarded as outliers to the dataset.
They are too sparse to positively influence the shape of
the embedding. Thus, we reduce their influence on the
representation learning. At the same time, we increase
the weight of influential samples, since the cross-modal
information of these samples should have a large impact on
the shape of the embedding. In particular, for each sample
and modality we introduce a weight

δ(xi ,yi )+

Transformer
Loss

Negative set pruning. The connectivity of samples can
be thresholded to identify influential samples Ix . Given
a collection of samples Qx and threshold γ, we define
Ix as Ix = {xi |C(xi ) > γ, ∀xi ∈ Qx }. To reduce the
described effect of false negatives in contrastive learning,
we remove all influential samples (in each modality) from
the negative set. Therefore, we redefine the inter-modality
and intra-modality negative sets as: N̂E
x = {yj |∀(xj , yj ) ∈
M, xj ∈
/ Ix } and N̂R
=
{x
|∀x
∈
Qx , xj ∈
/ Ix }. This
j
j
x
is also illustrated in Fig.2-Right.

Lx = −Ei∈M w(xi ) log

Transformer

Transformer

Encoder

(4)

The higher the connectivity, the more influential the
data sample is. Influential samples tend to be either in the
center of a semantic cluster or establish a link between
clusters, as shown in Fig. 3. We use the connectivity of
each sample for pruning and weighting.

δ(xi ,yi )
δ(xi ,yk )+λ

...

M
1 X
x>
i xj
M j=1 ||xi || · ||xj ||

...

C(xi ) =

Encoder

Video

...

ple xi that is strongly connected with many other samples
in Qx , where we measure connectivity C(xi ) by the aggregated similarity of features:

(7)

yk ∈N̂R
y

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and Metrics
We conducted experiments on LSMDC [37] and
Youcook2 [55] datasets.
LSMDC [37] contains 118,081 short video clips extracted from 202 movies. Each clip is annotated with a
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Table 1. Comparison among contrastive learning losses. Video-text retrieval results with different contrastive learning losses on the
YouCook2 and LSMDC dataset. CrossCLR shows consistently higher retrieval scores than previous losses.
Youcook2

LSMDC

Text =⇒ Video
R@1
15.0±0.34
18.0±0.23
17.8±0.40
17.9±0.88
17.5±0.44
19.5±0.49

MaxMargin [11, 24]
MIL-NCE [26]
CLIP [34]
DCL [7]
NT-Xent [4]
CrossCLR

R@5
37.0±0.38
41.9±0.53
42.1±0.78
41.5±0.59
42.4±0.27
45.9±0.55

Video =⇒ Text

R@10
49.1±0.51
53.9±1.06
54.4±0.66
54.1±0.79
55.0±0.77
58.3±0.76

R@1
14.2±0.14
16.4±0.51
17.0±0.54
16.8±0.39
17.3±0.58
18.5±0.32

R@5
35.3±0.02
41.5±0.24
42.0±0.48
42.0±0.37
41.6±0.89
44.8±0.82

Table 2. Ablation study on CrossCLR loss. We quantify the
individual contributions of the CrossCLR components: proximity
weighting (PW ), intra-modality alignment (IM ), and negative
pruning (NP ) (reported avg and std over 5 runs).
PW
7
3
7
3
3

IM

Text =⇒ Video

NP

7
7
3
3
3

7
7
7
7
3

R@1
17.9±0.51
18.2±0.39
18.7±0.33
19.0±0.42
19.5±0.49

R@5
41.7±0.83
41.9±1.28
43.6±0.63
45.4±0.98
45.9±0.55

R@1
16.7±0.53
16.9±1.18
17.7±0.50
18.3±0.35
18.5±0.32

R@5
40.9±0.64
41.4±1.04
42.8±0.79
44.1±1.13
44.8±0.82

R@1
8.2
8.9
9.7
9.0
9.3
10.9

R@5
22.7
24.2
24.1
24.9
23.6
26.2

R@10
31.8
32.5
32.6
33.2
32.5
34.7

Video =⇒ Text
R@1
9.1
10.4
9.5
8.6
10.0
12.0

R@5
23.3
25.4
23.8
23.4
25.1
26.1

R@10
31.8
34.9
32.5
32.2
33.4
35.3

, λ = 8e1 for Youcook2 and λ = 65e2 for LSMDC,
τ = 0.03. We use threshold γ = 0.9 and queue size
of 3K and 5K for Youcook2 and LSMDC datasets respectively. We train the models for 40 epochs which take ∼1
hour for Youcook2 and ∼2 hour for LSMDC datasets to
train on one NVIDIA T4 Tensor core GPU. For further
details on the architecture, we refer to the supplementary
material.

Video =⇒ Text

R@10
53.7±0.77
53.7±1.12
56.2±0.54
57.8±0.97
58.3±0.76

R@10
47.2±0.08
54.1±0.54
55.0±0.58
55.3±0.62
54.6±1.0
57.9±0.77

Text =⇒ Video

R@10
53.7±0.96
53.9±1.33
56.3±0.49
57.2±1.11
57.9±0.77

4.4. Experiment Results
ject and howto100m features.

Ablation study of CrossCLR components. The proposed CrossCLR contains three components: the intramodality alignment (IM ), proximity weighting (PW ), and
negative pruning (NP ). To shed light on the contributions
of these three components, we report the retrieval results
on the Youcook2 dataset in Table 2. The data split and
other experimental settings were kept identical. All three
components have a positive impact on the results, individually and jointly. The intra-modality component IM yields
the largest individual gain, but also the concept of influential samples, as used by negative pruning and proximity
weighting, yields a clear benefit.
Comparison to other contrastive learning methods.
We compare the CrossCLR loss with popular contrastive
losses: MaxMargin [46, 47, 11, 24], MILNCE [26], NTXent [3], CLIP [34], and DCL [7]. For the sake of a fair and
direct comparison, we used the same experimental setup
and architecture as COOT [12] and only exchanged the loss.
Table 1 reports the retrieval performance on Youcook2 and
LSMDC. CrossCLR consistently improves over previous
contrastive learning methods on both datasets.
In Figure 5, we explore different contrastive learning
methods, three contrastive methods SimCLR (NT-Xent),
MaxMargin, and CrossCLR , w.r.t. their similarity scores
of positive and negative pairs. We show the histograms of
similarity scores for positive and negative samples separately. The scores are computed on the validation set after
training the network with these three losses individually.
Figure 5 reveals that CrossCLR yields a higher certainty
(lower variance) for positive samples than the MaxMargin
loss or SimCLR loss. The MaxMargin loss [46, 47, 11, 24]
yields a significantly lower mean score for positive samples, which indicates that this method has issues installing

4.3. Implementation Details
We use the RADAM optimizer with momentum 0.56
and mini-batch size of 64. The initial learning rate is set
to 7e4. It is reduced by a factor of 10 when validation
performance saturates. For each dataset, we use the corresponding validation set to estimate the hyperparameters.
We use the following hyperparameters for the CrossCLR
: κ = 35e4 for Youcook2 and κ = 55e4 for LSMDC
Distribution of Similarity Scores for Positive Pairs

Distribution of Similarity Scores for Negative Pairs

CrossCLR-Positive
SimCLR-Positive
MaxMargin-Positive
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3.0
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Figure 5. Distribution of similarity scores for positive pairs and
negative pairs in the joint embedding after training for the MaxMargin, NT-Xent (SimCLR), and CrossCLR losses. CrossCLR
yields a lower variance (more certainty) on positive pairs compared to MaxMargin and NT-Xent. For MaxMargin, also the
mean is shifted towards smaller values, which means it has lower
confidence in aligning similar semantics. For negative pairs, NTXent and MaxMargin’s scores are concentrated around zero. In
contrast, CrossCLR intrinsically considers similarity of negative
pairs and therefore the concentration is shifted towards positive
scores.
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Text-to-Video

Query

Query

Video-to-Video

CrossCLR

on a used car lot the engines
have been stolen from all the
cars
someone bows then exits the
stage with the other dancers
resting his hand on his
daughter 's head someone
bends down and gives her a
light kiss on the cheek

NT-Xent

Hovering over the group our
view turns away from the
grassy ridge
He taps the container against
the side of the canoe to empty it

Figure 6. Qualitative results for LSMDC dataset (Best viewed in color). Left: We show the t-SNE visualization of embeddings for
CrossCLR and NT-Xent based on text embeddings. Color of the boxes represent the similarity of semantics. CrossCLR has higher
intra-modality consistency than NT-Xent. Right: It shows several examples for text-to-video (Top3 nearest neighbors) and video-to-video
(Top3 nearest neighbors excluding self) retrieval task.
Table 3. Comparison to the state-of-the-art text-to-video retrieval on Youcook2. CrossCLR improves the state of the art
(COOT) while using the same architecture and experimental settings.

allow for semantic overlap among negative samples. In
contrast, CrossCLR allows for semantic similarity among
negative samples, which shifts the distribution towards
positive scores. This does not necessary mean that the
relationships between negative samples enabled by CrossCLR are all meaningful. However, the improved retrieval
performance after pruning of influential samples indirectly
indicates that many of these relationships make sense.
Figure 6 shows gualitative visualization of learned embeddings. The qualitative samples in this figure show that
CrossCLR brings more consistency over intra-modality
samples in comparison to NT-Xent.
Comparison to the state of the art. Table 3 and Table 4 show that, thanks to the CrossCLR loss, retrieval
performance from text to video improves over the state of
the art on both the YouCook2 and the LSMDC dataset. For
LSMDC experiment we utilized action, appearance, object,
scene and howto100m features. However, MMT [11] utilizes additional modalities such as Audio, OCR and Face.
CrossCLR outperforms MMT while using less modalities.
Note that for LSMDC experiment in Table 4, we don’t
use sophisticated fusion techniques and just simply aggregate output of each model trained individually on each
modality (more details in supplementary material). Since,
we use the same architecture (Fig. 4) and experimental
setup as COOT [12], with only the loss being different, the
improvement can be directly attributed to CrossCLR .
Other pairs of modalities. We were interested whether
the improvements obtained by CrossCLR are specific to
video-text retrieval or if the loss generalizes well to other
pairs of modalities. To this end, we compared CrossCLR
to the NT-Xent loss [4] on various combinations of input modalities derived from the LSMDC dataset. Table 5
shows that, with very few exceptions, CrossCLR shows
better retrieval performance than NT-Xent. This demon-

Text =⇒ Video
Random
Miech et al. [28]
ActBERT [57]
MIL-NCE [26]
COOT [12]
CrossCLR

R@1
0.03
6.1
9.6
15.1
16.7±0.4
19.5±0.49

R@5
0.15
17.3
26.7
38.0
40.2±0.3
45.9±0.55

R@10
0.3
24.8
38.0
51.2
52.3±0.5
58.3±0.76

Table 4. Comparison to the state-of-the-art text-to-video retrieval on LSMDC dataset (test split). CrossCLR improves the
state of the art (MMT).
Text =⇒ Video
Random
CT-SAN [52]
JSFusion [51]
CCA [21]
MEE [27]
MEE-COCO [27]
CE [24]
MMT [11]
COOT [12]
CLIP [32]
CrossCLR

R@1
0.1
5.1
9.1
7.5
9.3
10.1
11.2
13.2
11.3
11.3
15.0

R@5
0.5
16.3
21.2
21.7
25.1
25.6
26.9
29.2
26.1
22.7
32.5

R@10
1.0
25.2
34.1
31.0
33.4
34.6
34.8
38.8
36.7
29.2
42.0

MdR↓
500.0
46.0
36.0
33.0
27.0
27
25.3
21.0
22.0
56.5
18.0

MnR↓
500.0
−
−
−
−
−
−
76.3
85.4
−
74.4

the provided training links between cross-modal concepts
in the learned embedding. SimCLR [3] can represent more
of these concepts, but the higher variance indicates that
there are many failure cases, too. From the histograms over
the negative sample scores we can see that SimCLR and
MaxMargin loss both have zero mean for negative samples,
as enforced by the structure of the loss. This does not
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Table 5. Generalization to other pairs of modalities. Modality-to-modality retrieval on the full grid of modalities for the LSMDC
dataset. CrossCLR yields improved retrieval scores for almost all pairs of modalities.

Modality
Text
Appearance
Object
Scene
Action
Mean

Method
NT-Xent
CrossCLR
NT-Xent
CrossCLR
NT-Xent
CrossCLR
NT-Xent
CrossCLR
NT-Xent
CrossCLR
NT-Xent
CrossCLR

Text

Appearance

Object

B@3
7.59
8.66
7.53
13.08
11.46
12.83
−
17.12
17.60
17.97
18.62
−

B@4
4.33
5.41
3.84
7.62
6.56
8.00
9.01
10.91
11.11
11.30
12.04
15.20

Action

Mean

R@10

R@1

R@10

R@1

R@10

R@1

R@10

R@1

R@10

R@1

R@10

−−
−−
7.1
8.8
2.4
3.1
6.2
7.4
7.6
9.7
5.8
7.3

−−
−−
27.5
30.0
8.3
9.0
24.3
25.0
31.7
33.0
23.0
24.3

7.2
8.1
−−
−−
68.6
74.7
98.5
99.6
84.8
85.0
64.8
66.9

28.3
29.3
−−
−−
91.5
94.7
100
100
97.9
98.8
79.4
80.7

2.8
2.5
72.7
75.8
−−
−−
82.8
84.0
47.1
50.3
51.4
53.2

8.3
9.6
92.2
93.8
−−
−−
95.6
96.0
85.4
86.2
70.4
71.4

5.7
7.4
98.3
99.5
75.4
79.5
−−
−−
85.3
86.1
66.2
68.1

24.7
25.3
100
100
95.2
95.9
−−
−−
98.5
98.7
79.6
80.0

9.3
10.2
85.6
85.4
43.2
43.3
86.8
83.0
−−
−−
56.2
55.5

32.6
33.3
98.2
98.9
80.5
82.4
98.7
98.8
−−
−−
77.5
78.4

6.3
7.1
65.9
67.4
47.4
50.2
68.6
68.5
56.2
57.8
−−
−−

23.5
24.4
79.5
80.7
68.9
70.5
79.7
80.0
78.4
79.2
−−
−−

Table 6. Captioning performance on the YouCook2 dataset.
We follow the setup from COOT [12] and report captioning results
on the validation split, given ground truth video segments. The
last row shows the human performance and can be considered as
the best achievable performance as reported by Hessel et al [17]. +
We use video embeddings in addition to clip embeddings as input
to model. ? Vedantam et al. [45] introduced two versions CIDEr
and CIDEr-D. We report CIDEr-D [45], however for methods
with ? sign we couldn’t find the information about the version
they used.
Method
VideoBERT [42]
ActBERT [57]
Zhou et al. [56]
VTransformer [56]
TransformerXL [8]
MART [22]
AT+Video [17]
COOT [12]
CrossCLR
COOT [12]+
CrossCLR+
Human [17]

Scene

R@1

RougeL
28.80
30.56
27.44
32.18
30.78
31.97
36.65
37.59
38.00
37.94
38.63
45.10

METEOR
11.94
13.30
11.55
15.65
14.76
15.90
17.77
18.85
19.25
19.85
20.17
25.90

CIDEr-D
−?
−?
−?
32.26
26.35
35.74
−?
54.07
58.65
57.24
61.10
−

method to the captioning model MART [22] (additionally
we also use video embeddings for + experiment). In comparison to COOT we obtain more diverse and accurate
captions. MART [22] uses appearance and optical flow features extracted from ResNet-200 and BN-Inception models,
respectively. According to all metrics, CrossCLR outperforms state-of-the-art significantly and also generates more
diverse captions compared to other methods.

RE@4↓
−
−
−
7.83
6.30
4.39
−
5.11
4.19
6.69
5.62
−

5. Conclusion
We introduced a contrastive loss for learning joint embeddings of two input modalities that respects the special
need of cross-modal learning. First, assuming that the
input modalities already come with some meaningful embedding where semantically related concepts are close in
feature space, we enforced this proximity also in the joint
embedding. Previous losses did not use this constraint,
partially because they primarily focus on learning feature
representations of the input modalities from scratch rather
than learning a joint embedding. In our experiments, the
intra-modal proximity led to consistent benefits in crossmodal retrieval performance. Second, we identified the
problem of false negative samples and proposed a heuristic
to identify false negatives via the degree of interconnections in the input embedding. Also this, together with the
proximity weighting, led to consistent improvements in
retrieval performance. Finally, we showed that the improvements obtained with CrossCLR are not limited to
video and text embeddings. The same principle can be
successfully applied to other pairs of modalities to learn
joint embeddings.

strates that the principles behind CrossCLR are not specific
to video-text retrieval but are applicable to learning crossmodal embeddings in general.

4.5. Video Captioning
In addition to the video-text retrieval, we report the captioning performance to show the richness of learned embeddings with CrossCLR. Table 6 reports the captioning performance of learned embeddings with CrossCLR method
in comparison to state-of-the-art methods on Youcook2
validation set.
We evaluate the captioning performance similar to
MART [22] and COOT [12] with the metrics CIDErD [45], ROUGE-L [23], BLEU@3 and BLEU@4 [31],
and METEOR [9]. Additionaly, we utilize repetition metric RE@4 [50] to measure the reptition of the caption. We
feed the clip embeddings generated with our CrossCLR
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